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One of the principal arguments for large stress differences in the lithosphere comes from the modeling

of the deflection of the ocean lithosphere under seamount loads. Most published models indicate maxi-

mum stress differençes of 2-3 kba¡ per kilometer of deflection, and maximum values approach l0 kbar.

Geophysical support for the elastic plate theory comes mainly from gravity, which requires a broad nega-

tive anomaly on the flanks of theactual seamount, although these anomalies are not very sensitive to the

density structure ofthe crust or to the density ofthe sediment fiIl-in or the extent ofthis fill-in. The stress

in the plate, however, is sensitive to these parameters, and in consequence, gravity is not a reliable in-

dicator of the stress stâte. The lithospheric flexure model has been examined in some detail to evaluate

this stress dependence on crustal densities and rheology. The approximations inherent in the linear the-

ory have also been investigated. The main conclusions are that the stress differences can be signiflcantly

reãuced (l) by adopting a lower density for the sediment fill-i¡ than the usual 2.8 g cm-3, (2) by in-

troducing a depth-dependent nonelastic rheology, and (3) by introducing large-deflection theory for the

larger loads. For large loads, súch as Oahu Island discussed by Watts (1978), the maximum stress under

the load can be reduced to about 2 kbar or less near the upper surface of the plate, and the maximum
stress diffe¡ences oû - ozz need not exceed I kbar. The introduction of the nonelastic rheology results in a

stress, temperature, and load duration dependence ofthe'apparent'flexu¡al rigidity; large loads, loads of
long duration, or loads on a high-temperature lithosphere all result in a thinner apparent plate thickness
than small loads, loads of short duration, or loads on a cool lithosphere, all.other factors being equal.

INTRoDUCTIoN

o The Hawaiian Archipelago and other seamoutt chaits

il,h¡vc, since the work by Vening Meinesz [1941], usually been

ií.lntcrprete¿ as being regionally rather than locally com-

f,pcnsated features, and thei¡ existence has often been invoked

¡,.l.rs evidence that the ocean lithosphere is capable of supporting
iìdeviatoric stresses that reach several kilobars le.g., Walcott,
il1976l. The regional compensation is usually modeled as the
it,elnstic support of the load by an elastic plate overlyi-ng a fluid
f. mcdium [Gunn, 1943]. These models typically indicate stress
l:diflerences of about 2 kbar per kilometer of deflection (e.g.,
iì. llalcott [976]; see below), while the total deflection may at-
;1'Inin several kilometers. Watts et al. ll975l suggest a maximum
;ii'dcflection of about 2.5 km below the Great Meteor seamount,
i::while Walcott U97Ol suggests deflections exceedi¡g 7 km be-
i low the Hawaiian Archipelago. Hence stress differences of up
I to l0 kbar are not uncommon in these models and will occur

at both the lower and upper surfaces of the elastic plate, which
lypically have a thickness of 20-30 km. If these estimates, par-
ticularly those at the lower boundary, where the plate is i-n
lension, are correct, they have important implications on both

, the brittle and flow behavior of the lithosphere. Laboratory
measurements, employing large strai-n rates and short loading

. cycles, indicate that brittle fracture or signiflcant flow will not
' occur in the lithosphere until stress di-fferences reach several
' kilobars, but the dìfficulties of extrapolatiog from laboratory
' to geological conditions are geûerally well understood [e.g.,

Paterson, 1976, lgigl. In particular, any deformation mecha-
nlsm operative in the laboratory at a given temperature will

lr probably become impofant at much lower temperatures in
' gcological situations: and anv additional mechanisms. not evi-

dcnt under the laboratory ctnditions but which become sig-
nificant in geological situations, will only reduce the strength

, ot the material.
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Evidence for a high finite strength of the lithosphere in a
geological setting has come mainly from flexure calculations
of seamount loading and of the bending of the ocean plate at

the trenches, but we will be concerned here only with the
former. The validity of the flexure model is usually tested
agai¡st observations of gravity le.g., Vening Meinesz, l94l;
Waus, 19781or geoid height [e.g., Cazenave et ø1., 1979, 1980¡'
Waus, 19791, but both observations are poor indicators of de=
formation and even poorer i¡dicators of the stress state of the
lithosphere. For example, the gravity anomaly over a sea-
mourt can be equally well explained by a regional as by a lo-
cal compensation model ir which the depth of compensation
exceeds that of the regional model [e.g., Vening Meinesz,
l94l], but the maximum stress di-fferences in the two models
will differ by as much as an order of magnitude. Only from

other geophysical observations can a clear distinction be made
between these two models. There is usually little bathymetric
evidence for the deflection, and this is attributed to any such
depression being at least Partly filled in by volcanic material
and sediments. One exception to this is the flexure of the

ocean lithosphere under the Hawaiian chain, where the posi-

tion of the outer arch is used as a measure of the flexural pa-

rameter / deûned below fWalcott, 19701. Another exception is
the observation of uplift of islands on or near the outer arch

[McNuu and Menard, 1978]. In both these cases the deduced
quantity is /, but the quantity of interest is the flexural rigidity
D, which is proportional to /4, and neither measurements will
give a partiCuhily precise determination of D unless the den-
sity structure of the load and crust is well defined. Seismic ob-
servations of the i¡creasing depth of the Moho le.g-, Furumoto
et al.,19681 or ofthe increasing thickness ofthe ocean layer 2

fWootlard, 19701 under the Hawaiian load have also been
used as evidence for regional compensation, although Suyen-
aga ll979l has interpreted these results as indicating a com-
pensatiot model that is partly local and partly regional.

In this paper we explore further the plate theory and its
geological application rather than add to an expanding litera-

ture on flexural rigidity estimates' The elastic plate theory
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goes back at least as far as the work of Hertz in 1884 lHertz,
18951, and early applications were by Vening Meinesz |9411
and by Gunn ll943l. The theory is well developed in the engi-
neering mechanics literature le.g., Reisner, 1944, 1946; Fred-
erick, 1956; Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959; Fung,
19651 and in the recent geophysical literature by Brotchie and
Silvester [969] and Brotchie [971]. Most geophysical appli-
cations have used the thi¡ plate, small-deflection theory, even
though the computed deflections reach a signi,ûcant fraction
of the elastic plate thickness. In the subsequent sections we
will address ourselves to (l) the thin plate theory, (2) the
large-deflection theory, (3) the geophysical applications of this
theory, (4) the consequences of seamount loadilg on the stress
state in the ocean crust, and (5) some published results in light
of the above analysis.

THIN PLATE THeony

The basic equation expressing the deformation w(x, y) of an
elastic plate of flexural rigidity D, loaded at its upper surface z
: -H/2 by q(x, y) is

DYYw + p"gw: q

where
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ü
V :  - *

dx-

The vertical coordi¡ate z is measured downward from the
middle plane of the undeformed inûnite plate whose surfaces
are given by z : +H/2. Thus positive w indicates a depres-
sion, and negative w an upfft of the plate. Parameter p" is the
density of the underlying fluidlike medium, and g is gravity.
This equation expresses the force balance between the surface
load q, the elastic response ofthe plate, and the reaction p¿w
of the substratum or the base of the plate, assumi¡g that a
static situation has been attained. Apart from assumptions of
homogeneous elastic properties and an initial hydrostatic
equilibrium state, equation (l) assumes that (l) the efects on
bending of shearing stresses and normal pressures on planes
parallel to the x-y plane have been ignored and (2) deflections
are small in comparison with the plate thickness. These as-
sumptions will be investigated below.

Equation (l) is solved for the speci.ûed load q(x, y) an.d ap-
propriate boundary conditions. For a load of ûnite dimen-
sions, speci.ûed by a boundary r : A(x, y), frequently used
boundary conditions are the followiag: condition l, w and dw/
dr are finite at r: 0; condition 2, w a¡d dw/dr arc continuous
at r : Ai condition 3, moments and shears are continuous at r
: A; and condition 4, w and r-t /dw/dr vanish at infi:rity. This
last condition follows from the requirement that the moments
vanish at infinity.

In some geophysical problems it may be desi¡able to restrict
the loadhg deformation to occur only over a û¡ite radius r :

A, ) Ar. This could be the case where the seamount, a result
of an endogenic thermal process, sits on a part of the plate
that may be of higher average temperature and is therefore
weaker than the plate further away. Rather than treat the
complicated problem of loading of an inhomogeneous plate,
an order of magnitude solution may be obtained by modifying
the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions would
then be conditions l-3 and w : dw/dr: 0 at r : I (condi-
tion 5).

For a point load and a response that is symmetrical about

the point of loading, the deformation w(r) can be readily ex-
pressed in terms of zero-order Kelvi¡-Bessel functions as

where /o : D/p"g, / is the'radius of relative sti,ffness,' or the
'flexural parameter.' The solution (2a) is equivalent to that
given by Hertz ll895l. At the origin r : 0,

w(A): -ql2/8D (2b)

The solution (2a) behaves as a damped sinusoid with the sign
of w changing about every 4/ but with a rapid decrease i¡ the
maximum amplitudes between successive zeros. With the typ-
ical parameters given in Table I the maximum negative w
value, occurring at about 5/, is only abottt l.5Vo of w(0), and
the next maximum, occurring at about 9.5/, is only O.4Vo of
u(0). Thus for a l-km downward deflection at z : 0 the maxi-
mum upward deflection will be only of the order of 15 m and
will occur at about 5/ from the point of loading. In evaluating
the Kelvi¡ functions for point or axisymmetric loads (see be-
low) some care needs to be taket in evaluating them when the
arguments are large, and we have found it convenient to use
the asymptotic approximations when r,// exceeds about 7.

Solutions for (l) take a particularly simple form for simple
axisymmetrical loads (see, for example, Brotchie and Silvester

[1969]). For a uniform disc load of density p, height å, and
radiusl the deflection at r < I is

(3a)

a n d a t r > l i s

The constants Ç and C,.' are evaluated from the appropriate
boundary conditions l-5. With conditions l-4 and writing g:
r/1, a : A/1,

Ct :  aKer '  a

Cz: -a Kel' a

c r '  : 0
(3c)

c r '  :0

Ct' : aBet' a

C¿' : -a Be7' a

The algebra for the constants C' and Ci subject to condi-
tions l-3 and condition 5 is more tedious, but the effect of the
change in boundary conditions caû be readily seen by com-
paring the appropriate point load solutions. For the load q at r
: 0 a n d f o r r < , B .

,(i): -#"^lî) Qa)

( l )

(t-

dY

,: nú [, 
* ., t* (i + c,B"t (;)]

n I 2

w: -  
#D(Ke i {+  

C l  Be r {+  GBe iÐ  (4a )



TABLE 1. Nominal Lithospheric Parameters Adopted in the
Deflection and Stress Calculations
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The surface loads on the right-hand side of these equations
contain the constant water load pogft* which, since it results in
a constant deflection, can be subtracted out. Then within the
load, where h* : h - w, h being the observed height of the
load relative to the deformed seafloor,

DVYw * (p" - pògw: (p - pòSh (6a)

and outside the load,

DYYw + (p, - pùgw:O (6å)

In these formulations the deflection of the plate is resisted by
the buoyancy force p"gw, and this implies that when w be-
comes negative, this force exerts a tension, as is appropriate in
this problem.

In the seamount-loading problems there is usually little
bathymetric evidence for large depressions of the seafloor
about the foot of the load, and either the flexural rigidity is
high or it is assumed that the deflected lithosphere is ûlled
with sediments or with the volcanic rock that also makes up
the load. If this ûIl-in has a density p¡ and is complete up to
the originally undeformed surface z : 0, (l) becomes, within
the loaded aîea r =,4 and subtracting out the constant load

Pogh*,

DWw + (p" - ÐCtz',: (p - pògh* (7a)

Outside the load the solution consists of two parts, one where
w is positive,

DYYw +(p,-  pìsw:O (7b)

and one where w is negative,

DVYv +(p"-  pùgw:0 (7 c)

In this case the flexural parameter wi-ll have three di-fferent
definitions: where r < A, I : ID / (p" - p)gl, ro; where r > A and
w is positive, I : ÍD/(p" - pìgl'/o; and where r > A a¡d w is
negative, I : lD/(p" - po)g)'/ . The solution in each domai¡ is
ofthe form (3a) or (3å), but now the constants are most read-
ily evaluated numerically, subject to the appropriate bound-
ary conditions l-5 and subject to the continuity conditions at
x : a and at the point where the deflection changes sign. The
simplest solution follows when p : pr, an assumption of
mathematical convenience rather than of physical reality,
si¡ce it obviates the need to k¡ow the complete geometry of
the load; only the load h* above the mean seafloor is required.
T h e n a t r < 1 ,

DYVw + (p, - ùsw : (p - pògh* (8¿)

and at r > A and positive w,

DYYw + (p " -  p )gw :0 (8ó)

and the solution is as for (1) except that the flexural parameter
is now deflned by

f : D/(p" - ùe (e)

For negative w the equation is that given by (7c). The assump-
tion that the ûll-in has occurred up to the originally unde-
formed surface is strictly an ad hoc one, for if large deposition
rates-have occurred, the frll-in would not have stopped at the
level corresponding to this surface but would have gone up to
the level corresponding to the maximum uplift of the plate
near x = 5/ before spilling over onto the surroundi¡g seafloor.
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Parameter
Value,

cgs units

RigiditY ¡r
Lamé constant À
Young's modulus E
poisson's ratio z : X/z(X + p.)
Thickness of lithosphere fl
Flexural rigidity D : (p/3) {t(À + ùH3l/(^ + 4')}
Radius of relative stiffness /
Density of substratum p,
Effective densitY ofload p
Density of sediment frIl-in

3.67 x 10"
9.45 x l0r t
1 .0  x  l 0 t 2
0.36
1.76 x 106
0.5 x l03o
5.37 x 106
3.3
1 .8
2.8

with

A t  r :  0 ,

U :  U / ,

C, : (Bei b Kei' b - Be7' b Kei b)/a

Cr: (Kei bBe{ b -Kei' bBer b)/a

o : (Ber bBel' b - Ber'å Bei å)

(4b)

(så)

(4c)

in comparison with (2å). For å : 2, for example (B :21), the
reduction in the maximum deflection is about 40Vo, ar^d fot b
= 4 this reduction is about l07o.In the followi-ng discussion we
will restrict ourselves to the boundary conditions l-4, keeping
in mind that they will result in upper limits to the deflection.

For an axisymmetric parabolic load of radius A at z: -H/

2, the solution with the boundary conditions l-4 for r < A ß

a n d f o r r > A i s

, :  
* [ ( t  

-  
ä  

*  c ,  Bers+ c ,Be i€ ]  (5¿)

,ror: s{r -ir,)

-: 
*[c, 

Ker g + c4 Kei 6l

with

c, : z(rer '- I*"r' ')

c,:z(ne, '- I""t ' ' )
Analytical solutions for more complex axisymmetric loads

can be obtained by approximatiag the load by a number of
discs and integrating analytically, but for most configurations
a numerical approach will be found to be simpler. In the
above solutions, p is the density of the material loading the
plate, while p,.is the density of the substratum. If the load is
below water of density p6 and of height å* above the unde-
formed surface, (l) becomes, within the load,

DWp + p"gw: p(h* + w)g

and outside the load, both where deflection is positive and
negative,

DYYw + (p" - pòBw: p"gh*
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If the additional load is of uniform thickness Aå in relation to
the undeformed surface, the equations are those given by (7ø),
(7 b), and (7c), with the further terms Aåpg, Lhp¿, and Ahp"g,
respectively, added to the right-hand side and-where l¡* is now
measured with respect to z: -Ah.If we take p.: p¡: p, then

O* *\

the solution of the equations becomes particularly simple'
since within the load, (8a) is valid and (8å) is valid eve.rywhere
beyond the loaded area. In the subsequent discussion we con'
sider (8) to be valid everywhere so that effectively we assume
fill-in to have occuned up to the point of maximum uplift. If

LAMBECK AND NAKIBOGLU: STRESSES IN THE OCEAN LITHoSPHERE

Crustol rpdel

Fig. l. (Top) Deflections, (middle) stress, atd (bottom) gravity perturbations for disc and equivalent parabolic loads of
density equal to the fill-in density (left-hand side). The right-hand side is for a disc load without sediment âll-in, and the
moat is filled with water. Both loads are covered with water. The gravity perturbations have been computed for the disc
loads only, and the contributions to gravity from the topography and deflection of the Moho are shown as well as the total
perturbations.
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Fig.2. Deflections ofthe elastic plate offlexural rigidity D due to
a disc load of variable radius I and height å : 5 km. The depressed
surface is assumed to be filled with sediments of density equal to that
of the load.

this is not the case, then the deflection and stresses will be
marginally overestimated. As far as matchiag the computed
gravity and geoid anomalies with observations, this approxi-
mation is of no consequence. If the ûll-in is only partially

6407

complete, as appears to be the case for the Hawaiian sea-
mounts, or the ûll-in is of a density di-fferent from the load,
iterative solutions will generally be required. Solutions for ar-
bitrary levels of fill-in are discussed by Lambeck [980a].

Figure I illustrates the deflections for both disc and para-
bolic loads using the parameters given irr Table l. The param-
eters I and å for the latter have been selected such that the
two loads have the same surface area and both exert the same
mean pressure on the plate. Both loads are underwater, and
two cases are considered, where the depressions have and
where they have not been filled with materials of the same
density as the load itself. The results of the disc and equiva-
lent parabolic loads are quite comparable, and for most of the
present illustrative examples it will suffice to cónsider only the
disc load. In the fill-i-n models the maximum deformation is
increased by a factor of about 3 in relation to the water ûll-in
model. The maximum amplitude and the v¡idth of the deflection
are also much increased in the ûrst model. In both cases the
maximum upliflt values for w remain small, less than 100 m for
a maximum deflection of 5 km, and this conflrms the validity
of neglecting the small complication arising in the solution for
negative w. Depending on the degree of fill-in and on the den-

LAMBECK.ÀND NAKIBoGLU: STRESSES tN THE OCEÄN LrrHospHERE
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Fig. 3. (l-eft) Deflections, stress, and g-ravity anomalies for the disc load on a plate ofvariable flexural rigidity (curve l,
D :5x  lGEdyncm;  curve2,D:5  x  ldedyncm;curve3,D:5x  l03odyn"å¡ .eUotherparameter r " rã" r inTab le  l ,
and the load geometry is as in Figure l.-(RighÐ Deflections, stress, and gravity for the same diìc load with variable density
Ãp = p^ - p (cur1e l, Âp : $.2 g cm-3; curve 2, Ap : 0.S g cm-3; curve 3, Áp : 0.e g cm-3).

Distance (knr) Distance (km)

Distance (km)
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where p, À are the Lamé parameters, fI is the thick¡ess of the
plate, E is Young's modulus, and z is Poisson's ratio. Table I
summarizes some typical parameters for the ocean litho-
sphere. If ¡r and À (or ,E and r) are variable with depth,

D:+#h*:d_øo

o: q [''' P!x.+-tt) ,, o,
t l  _H/2 ^+ ¿lr

sity of the flll-in the actual solutions will generally lie between
these two limits.

As the radius of the load increases, the maximum deflec-
tions occurri¡g under the center ofthe load approach the iso-
static limits of h(p - pù/b" - p) for the sediment fill-in case,
although owi-ng to the oscillatory behavior of solution (3) for
w(r) the maximum deflection attained is somewhat greater
than this limit (Figure 2). The use of elastic plate models for
loads of large areal extent will therefore give a response that
di-ffers from a local isostatic response in only the edge effects.

Apart from the density of the load and of the fill-in, key pa-
rameters defining the magnitude and wavelength of the de-
flection are the flexural rigidity D and the density contrast p -

¿. For a uniform plate, D is defined as

(kn)

Fig. a. (a) Maximum stresses o,/ and. os6 occurring in a plate
loaded by discs of different radii R a and height ,¡. All parameters are
as in Table l. (å) Maxinum stresses d,, o6'e for plates of di-fferent D.

of which never exceed I kbar for the examples considered
here.

With the deflection solutions (equations (3a), (3b), (5a),
(5á), and (llø)-(llc), analytical expressions for the stresses

! s
!¡
j o

o

6

È 2¡
!

o
6
o

. n 4

a
o

ã =
I

(10å)

The usual and convenient procedure is to assume that D is
uniform, resulting in an equivalent flexural rigidity or an
equivalent elastic thickness fI. The D and H can subsequently
be interpreted i¡ terms of more realistic plate properties. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the deflection for di.fferent D. In the limit D'+
0, / + 0 and w approaches the isostaric limit å(p - po)/(p, -

p). As D decreases, the wavelength ofthe deflection decreases,
and the magnitude o[ the negative deflections increases. The
density contrast p, - p affects both the magnitude of the de-
flection and the wavelength; the larger the contrast, the
smaller / and the smaller the magnitude of the deflection (Fig-
ure 3).

STRESS Srer¡ or rHE PLATE

The stresses in the x-y plane for axisymmetric loads follow
from [e.g., Timoshenko and Yloinowsky-Krieger, 1959]

( l0a)

( l  la )

( l  lå )

Ã
".": # gr - 422) ftl# . i #) (r rc)
O , e : 0

The stress components o,. and oa¿ reach maxima at z : +H/2.
The vertical stress is le.g., Frederick, 19561

lzD lûw v dw\o,,:  H3p ' læ * 
¿ æl

l 2 D  l û w  l d w \ooo: Ipp t \' o{ * 
I æl

o": o';n' + (q'- t ') lT ( l  ld )

where 4, : -pg(h* + w) is the load on the upper surface of the
deformed plate and Qz: -pgw is the load on the lower sur-
face of the plate. The maximum value for o,, is reached at the
upper surface z : -H/2. The remai¡i¡g stress-tensor ele-
ments o.,, or, are small everywhere, and o,- o6s, o>z caî be con-
sidered principal stresses near the surface ofthe plate. On the
middle plane, o,, and o," are the only nonzero elements, both

, Ll3]|
"  ^ l " l  I

H 
- lH l  

I
l . I
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Fig.4. (continued)

are readily obtained with the aid of the various properties and

recursive relations of the Kelvin functions le.g., Abramowitz

and Stegun,19651. Figure I illustrates results for the disc and
parabolic loads discussed previously for the case of ûll-in and
no frtl-in. For the parameters of Table I and for small l, both
o,, ar'd o0o reach maxima below the center of the load that sig-
nifrcantly exceed ozz, aîd. the maximum stress di-fference in the
plate is essentially given by o,,(x : 0, z : !H) or o¿¿(x : 0,
z = tIÐ at x : 0. with (3) and (l l) at x:0,

3D p - po 
h*0 + v,t{ret, 4o..lma* : toot^ *: 

tttf U_ p t t

l 1 \ 2  , 4  A- 3sl ,l (, - po)l¡*(l * ,) î Kei' 7 02)
t " ,

For the parameters given in Table l, a disc of 60-km radius,
and for the case of sediment flll-i¡ a ûominal estimate of the
maximum stress is

o^^*=2.6h* kbar (l3a)

where the height of the load h* is in kilometers. For the water
frll-in case.

(r3å)

order of 4/. The maximum deviatoric stresses now occur to-
ward the edge of the load. Seamounts are generally much
smaller than this, and the maximum stress di-fferences occur-
ring in the plate are given by (12), assuming thàt other aspects
of the model are valid. As D decreases, the maximum stress
di-fferences also decrease, and the maximum stresses occur
near the edge of the load. Figure 4 gives sôme examples.

RIGOROUS PLATE THEORY

The thin plate, small-deflection theory used so far is appli-
cable when (l) the deflections and the slope of the deflected
surfaces are small, (2) there is mi¡imal stretching of the
middle plane durilg deformation so that the plate deforms
into a developable surface, and (3) the in-plane forces acting
on the middle plane are negligible. The deformations in the
above examples are sufficiently large in comparison to the
plate thickness that the effect of some of these assumptions
needs further investigation, while the eflect of any regional
stress on the plate, not associated with the loading, may also
have an important bearing on the deformation.

The equilibrium of the plate in both horizontal and vertical
directions is given by Yon Karman's equations le.g., Fung,
19651. For axisymmetric loading and boundary conditions
these equations reduce to

l d ó
D V Y w * ( p " - p ì g w : S * ; ; L++ .4a \

r d r d r

I
v v q :  - ;

where ó is the stress function which is related to the mean hor-
izontal stress resultants N, and N, by

o*.* = 1'3å* kbar

For the parabolic load with sediment fill-in,

I  t \ '
orr¡max : od'*.* : 6Sl Hl b - ps)h*(l + v)

\  - - ,

[".'14ì + Zre¡ l+ì - 3-l 0z')
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and for A : 60 km and other parameters as in Table I,
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o-^* = l'9å* kbar '

For the same parabolic load and the water ûll-i¡ case,

(l3c)

(t3d)o-.* = l'0å* kbar

As the radius I increases, o),,-* and orr,** under the center of
the load reach the isostatic limit of þ - pògh when I is of the ffi:*,: Inu',',
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If the horizontal displacement of a point on the middle plane
is denoted by u, then from Hooke's law,

Introducilg the dimensionless quantities

(l4a) and (14å) reduce to

W f + f : a + (ll') ( l5a)

(rsb)

o
-o
J

¡
a
E
;
Þ

lend themselves to an analytic and closed form solution, while
numerical methods have serious di-fficulties for the case of an
infi¡ite plate (see the appendix).

We have followed a perturbation scheme for solving the
equations by noting that both the right-hand side of(15ó) and
the second term on the right of (l5a) are small, even if the de-
flections are of the same order as the thickness of the plate.
Hence the solution of (15ø) can be obtained by perturbing the
corresponding small-deflection problem (see the appendix).
The nature of the perturbation scheme is to overestimate the
corrections to the linear theory by not more lhan 207o for the
results given here. Figure 5 summarizes some results for the
comparison of the rigorous and linear theories applied to the
disc load with fill-in and with the plate parameters given in
Table L The large-deflection theory does not ¡esult in a signif-
icant change in the maximum deflections, but the linear the-
ory can lead to an overestimation of the stresses or,1max, oe¡lmxt
by several kilobars. The slope of the deflected surface is
smaller and the compensation is more regional than predicted
by the linear theory. As D decreases, that is, as the plate gets
weaker, the membrane stresses begin to dominate, and the
small-deflection theory underestinates the stresses (Figure 5).
For most of the seamount problems'the tendency will be to
overestimate the stress below the center of the load and to un-
derestimate it somewhat near the edges of the load. When the
magnitude of the load is increased, the discrepancy increases

5 xfo28 sxto2e sx to3o 3 4 5 6

D (dyne-cm.) t t  ( t-)

. Fig. 5. . Comparison of (top) maximum deflections and (bottom) stress o¡, based on the linear theory (dashed tine) and
the complete theory (solid lines). The results on the left-hand side are for variable D, and the results onihà right-hand side
are for a variable height of the disc load. All other parameters are as in Table L

r Iûa v dó\
" : E l * - ;  * l

" w ö - rs : ;  4 : ;  € : -t t ) l

t d
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where a :0 when { > a; otherwise, c i= SP/D, p: -12(l -
û) (l/IÐ2. The boundary condition for a clamped edge at r:
.B is z : 0 at this distance, while for an infinite plate with a
free edge,

ß^ +: nm 4:o
*_ af *_ dr

The boundary value problem is of the jury type'with a strong
singularity at the origin. Equations (15ø) and (15å) do not

((')



(see results on the left-hand side ofFigure 5); and for a 6-km

ioad, as is approached by the larger Paciûc volcanic islands,

the linear theory would ¡esult in stress estimates that are i¡ er-

ror by nearly 50Vo. For the nominal parameters in Table I and

the load parameters in Figure I the linear stress estimates are

too high by about 20Vo. OrJy fo¡ loads of height less than

about 3 km is the simple theory adequate.
From these examples it appears that the linear theory will

uenerally yield better estimates for the deflection than for the

Itress, and in problems where the deflection is deduced from
gravity, the resulting linear theory stresses may be over-
estimated by as much as 50Vo for the extreme loading condi-
tions. If the estimates of flexural rigidity ani crustal stress are
based on the computation of the distance to the peripheral
bulge, the liaear theory will lead to an overestimation of both
deflection and stress, since this distance is a function of the
slope of the deflected plate.

GRnvITy AND GEoID ANoMALIES

The principal geophysical evidence for the regional com-
p€nsation of seamounts has been gravþ, and estimates for
the flexural rigidity of the plate have been deduced mainly by
matchilg the model with gravity observations in either the
spatial domain [e.9., Watts and Cochran, 19741 or the fre-
quency domai¡ [e.9., llatts, 1978]. More recently, it has been
possible to compare these models with observations of the
geometric form of the geoid [e.g., Cazenave et al.,1979, 1980;
lírans, 1979; Lambeck, l980al.

The gravity and geoid anomalies over seamounts are a con-
sequence ofseveral lateral density anomaly sources associated
with (1) the load itself, ofeffective density p - po (in realistic
models the density structure will be considerably more com-
plex), (2) the fill-in, of density p¡ in the sediment fill-in case or
of density po il the water fill-in case, (3) the deformation of
surfaces of equal density within the plate due to the bending,
particularly the interface between ocean crustal layers 2 and 3
and layer 3 and the maûtle, (4) compression of material under
the load, and (5) an eventual density contrast at the base of
the elastic plate, although the base of the plate will usually be
considered as an isotherm so that there will be no density dis-
continuity here. The density of the flll-in is usually very simi-
lar to that of the upper oceaû crust, si¡ce seismic refraction
work has not found a discontinuity there. AIso compression
effects can probably be ignored, so the mai¡ contributions to
the gravity or geoid anomalies come from sources I and 3.

The axisymmetric loads used above lend themselves to rela-
tively simple analytical expressions for the perturbations il
gravity and in geoid height. Consider a homogeneous mass
bounded by a surface z: z(r) and the plane z: 0. The gravity
perturbation at Pe(ro, 0 : 0, zù due to a mass element of this
load at P(r, 0, z') is
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The elliptic integrals can be expanded into series for 0 < m <
| [e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 591], and the gravity
perturbation is integrated numerically for di-fferent shapes of
the boundary z : z(r). The geoid heights, for the plane ap-
proximation, follow from

r t h

or, because ôg is function of r onlY,
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.:*l:"1,::"" glt/2
dr d0
2rtr cos

õgr
f -[ro'+

(r7 a)

where n :4rro/t + r)'?. Strictly, the gravity anomaly Ag, de-
fi¡ed as

as :  ôs  -T  *
.a(

should be i¡troduced into the above integral instead of the
gravity perturbation ôg. Either an iterative procedure can be
adopted to solve for N from ô9, or the geoid height term is
simply ignored, since its contribution is small in the present
problems: il does not exceed about l0 m and Ag - ôg = l
mGal. Since Iim-,"K --+ oo, the inner zone efects of the
above integrals are evaluated by a limiting process

2 f* K(n/z, n) ôt
t r : -  ¡  _ = - 1 - r i r

T 8  l - o  r + r o

r , , , . \  eôg( ro) ,  2  f rcz 'K6grdr
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I  r B l o  r + r o

l ø  l t 2 ¡  l z t ¡ t
t t tog : - r t p  I  I  I

tl :O I 0-O ! z-o

( z o - z ) d z r d r d 0

lP + ro2 - 2rro cos 0 + (zs - z)213/2

(r7 b)

where e is the size of the inner zoÍte alea. Equations (17 a) ar.d
(l7b) arc integrated numerically using trapezoidal and Rom-
berg rules.

Figure I illustrates the gravity anomalies over the nominal
disc loads. In the sediment ûll-i¡ model with p¡: p, the grav-
ity perturbation is the sum of the short-wavelength positive
Bouguer correction and the broad-wavelength negative anom-
aly associated with the density contrasts within the crust and
with the crust-mantle interface. The resultant proflles are
quite typical of gravity anomalies seen over many seamounts
and provide the main observational evidence in support of the
elastic plate model. The water fi.ll-i¡ case gives a similar grav-
ity anomaly except that the negative anomaly is due to (l) the
density contrast in the.crust and at the crust-mantle interface,
effects that no\r are less than before, since the defolmation of
the plate is reduced in both magnitude and wavelength, and
(2) the nearer-the-surface crust-water interface. The total
anomaly is not very different from the fill-in case.

Figure 3 (left) iJlustrates some examples of the gravity
anomaly for the same disc load and crustal model as i-n Figure
l, and it should be immediately noted that gravity varies
nearly 100 times slower than D and about 4 times slower than
stress. An increase in D by 2 orders of magnitude increases the
amplitude ofthe total gravity perturbation ôg by about 1007a,
i¡creases the width of the negative anomaly by about 200 km,
and decreases the magnitude of the negative anomalies at the
flanks by less than 40 mGal. The best discriminant betweet
different values of D would be the width of the negative
anomaly, since the magnitude of the anomalies is also a func-
tion of uncertainties in the density structr¡re of load and crust.
The effect on gravity of a change in density contrast Ap be:
tween the load and mantle is less marked (Figure 3 (right))' A
decrease in Ap results in a signiûcant increase in the deflec-
tion, but the overall change i-n gravity due to two competing

Integrating, first over z and then over á,

f -  K tu /2 .m)  l nnôe: 4Gp l_" tai;J;; a:;frñ\=", o,

where K(n/2, nr) is a complete elliptic integral of the ñrst kind
with modulus

^:offi:;¡

(16)
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effects-the increase in the deflection and a decrease i¡ den-
sity contrast-is slight. This result, plus the insensitivity of
gravity to D, means that errors in the density estimates can
contribute significantly to both stress and gravity anomalies
and that these will make accurate determinations of D very
difficult.

The characteristics of the gravity anomalies suggest that a
comparison in the frequency domain may be more helpful in
discriminating between the various models. Insofar as the
bathymetry is an invariant in the present models, we consider
only the Fourier spectrum of the gravity anomalies (Figure 6).
The spectra for the disc loads are not very sensitive to changes
in either D or Ap except at the long-wavelength part of the
spectrum. However, in real situations this part of the spectrum
will also be contaminated by contributions from other long-
wavelength gravity anomalies not associated with the sea-
mount.

These results, explored further below, indicate that the dis-
criminatory power of gravity anomalies for estimating the
flexural rigidity is rather limited, in particular if the observa-
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Fig. 6. Power spectra of the gravity anomalies corresponding to the models in Figure 3 for (a) variable D and (å) variable
A,p.

pjtlo

0.5

Fig: 7. Schematic variation with depth of the normalized 'appar-
ent'shear modulus ¡rt (equation (19)). Ifstress is increased the lowe¡
part ofcurve 2 moves to the left (curve l) and intersects t-e elastic re-
sponse curve nearer the surfacæ, resulting in a stress-dèpendent flex-
ural rigidity and elastic plate thickness.

tional and geological noise of the data is also considered.
However, as is also indicated in Figure 4, the stresses di-ffer
quite signi-ûcantly from one model to the next, conûrmiag that
gravity is an unsatisfactory indicator not only of deformation
(i.e., of w) but also of the stress state of the lithosphere.

PHYSICAL PRoPERTIES oF THE Ocr,nN LIruospHenr,

Insofar as the previous results have shown that gravity
anomalies are not very sensitive to several physical parame-
ters but that stress is, a more detailed evaluation of the con-
sequences of chosen crustal models is appropriate.

Rheology

The flexural rigidity deûned by (l0a) is a function of the
elastic parameters À and p ot E arLd y, which are normally de-
duced from seismic velocity observations. The deformation
e(t) of the lithosphere at time r can be considered as being due

E 
¡1-vz¡ 

(dvne-.niz)

\

2, /

Fig. 8. (Top) Variation of E/Q - l¡ witn depth according to
(23a) aú, (bottom) variation of the stress factor oo with depth. Two
models are shown: the uniform plate (curves l) and the plate in which
the elastic parameters follow a parabolic depth dependence (curves 2).
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for the uniform plate. Figure 8 also illustrat€S o6 ns a function
of depth. While this model does not have the more attractive
characteristics of the error function model (21), it does illus-
trate clearly that compared with the uniform plate model, the
stresses in the plate can be quite significantly reduced by in-
troduci.ng a depth-dependent rheology. In the particular case
illustrated, the reduction is by a factor of 2.5 near the base of
the plate.

The stress dependence of the effective rigidity ¡r* follows di-
rectly from the flow law (20) and the apparent rigidity (19),
and i¡ the domai¡ where deformation is mainly by creep,

.  o-Ø-. ,
tt* : Al@ 

exp [(E* + PW)/R71

The effective flexural rigidity will exhibit a similar stress de-
pendence. Thus if o is increased, the efective D is decreased,
and the apparent plate thickness will be decreased; large loads
should give thi¡ner âpparent elastic thicknesses than small
loads, all other parameters being equal. Equivalently, in terms
of the flexural rigidity function (22a),large loads will result in
a shallower ze than will small loads, as is schematically illus-
trated in Figure 7. If the temperature Z is increased, p* and
also D are decreased, and a younger (i.e., hotter) lithosphere will
also result in a thinner elastic thickness for the plate. The de-
pendence of the effective flexural rigidity on the duration of
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loading is also òbvious from (19); with time, D decreases ac-
cording to /-'(t).Typically, IQ) n r, where a varies from 0.25
to 0.3, or /(t) o< ln (r), but i¡ both cases the time dependence of
D will be compounded by the thermal evolution of the litho-
sphere [Zatrs, 1978; Cazenave et al., 1980]. Whether this de-
pendence of D on stress, temperature, and duration of loading
can be unscrambled from the geophysical observations re-
mains to be tested.

Crustal Densilies

The models in the preceding sections have demonstrated
the importance of the choice of crustal densities and layer
thickness. The flexural estimates for the elastic thick¡ess are

of the order of a few tens of kilometers, and this suggests that

the plate can be largely assimilated with the crust and up-
pennost part of the mantle. Broadly speaking; the oceanic
crust can be characterized by a three-layer model, although
considerable regional variations in crustal structure occur
from one location to the next. Figure 9a illustrates a number

of models of seismic velocities. Models 1,2, an'd 3 are average

models due to .R¿¡7t 11963l, Christensen and Salisbury ll975l,
and Woollard [9?5], and there is a general consensus of (l) a
thin (a few hundred meters) sedimentary layer (layer l)' (2) a
layer of about 1.5- to 2-km thick¡ess with an avetage Vo ve-
locity ranging from 4.6 to 5.1 km s-' (layer 2), (3) a layer of
about 5-km thickness with a velocity ranging from 6.4 to 6.7
km s-' (layer 3), and (4) an upper mantle velocity of about 8.2
km s-r. Some regional models (models 4 and 5 in Figure 9a)
suggest that layer 3 may be divided into two parts lChristensen
and Salisbury, 19751, but there appears to be no universal
agreement on this. Layer 2 is believed to consist mainly of
unconsolidated basalts possessi-og considerable porosity and
subjected to large-scale fracturi.ng, submarine weathering and
serpentization, and intercalated with sediments. Seismic ve-
locities for the basalts, as determined in the laboratory, are of

the order 5.3-5.8 km s-t, and densities are of the order of
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Fig. 9. Summary of ocean crustal models discussed in text. (ø) Seismic v, velocities. (å) Densities.

If this is compared with (10ø) and the same elastic parameters
are adopted, the plate with variable rigidity will be somewhat
thicker than the uniform plate. \Mith (23d),
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to an initial elastic response followed by creep or, very gener-
ally,

LAMBECK AND NAKIBOGLU: STRESSES IN THE OCEAN LITHOSPHERE

( l8a)

where o is the applied deviatoric stress and 4 the viscosity,
which itself may be stress dependent; 4 will also be a function
of temperature and pressure. Si¡ce loading takes place over a
fiaite time, typically of the order of 106 years, the relaxed
modulus rather than the unrelaxed modulus, measured at seis-
mic frequencies, is an appropriate choice for ¡1, and Anderson
and Minster, in an earlier draft of their paper in this issue

lMinster and Anderson, 19801, suggested that a reduction of
abour 50Vo of the seismic values may be appropriate. The cor-
responding elastic parameters given in Table I are based on
this assumption. As the bulk modulus is little affected by these
dispersion effects, both À and z will i¡crease. In the plate
model used i¡ the above calculations the viscous element is ig-
nored, and strai¡ is described by

e:  o /4 t * (18å)

where ¡r* is an apparent or equivalent rigidity. Equati:rg this
with (l8a) gives

lished, the trend of¡r* in Figure 7 can be anticipated to reflecl
the actual conditions in the lithosphere.

The variation of the bulk modulus with depth can be ex-
pected to be much less than that of ¡1, so the function F = ¿¡11
- z'z) will exhibit a similar variation with depth as ¡r*. Mathe-
matically, this depth dependence is conveniently represented
by the error function

F : Fo exp {-al(z - zù/zol2} (2ra)

where, as before, z is measured with respect to the midplane
of the undeformed equivalent plate and zo is the value of z at
which the maximum ,F'o is attained. With (lOa) and (2la) the
flexural rigidity becomes

F^ | z>zo

D: å I t'exp {-al(z - z)/zol2} dz (Ztb)
rL  I  -s tz

where the integral is evaluated down to a depth where the
strength of the upper mantle is very low. If the maximum
value of F is assumed to occur at a predetermined depth and
we equate (21å) with the observed flexural rigidity, we obtai¡
an estimate of ,F'o. Alternatively, if .Fo is fixed, zo can be deter-
mined; and once a choice of these parameters has been made,
the stresses follow directly from (lla) and (llå). That is, with
(: w/l and { : r/1, o,, can be written as

o.,: -os(z)l# -'Efr)
and similarly for the other stresses, with

-  - zoo@): o,l exp {-a[(z - zò/zol2] (22a)

as compared with

oo?) : -Fo'Q/l) (22b)

where Fs'is the depth-independent value for the equivalent
plate. The implications of (22) are immediately obvious i.n
that the maximum stress differences associated with the load-
ing can be conûned to the upper and cooler part ofthe plate
and they can be signi-ûcantly reduced at the lower depths,
where temperatures are higher and the material is less resis-
tant to flow deformation. The analytical evaluation of Qlb)
and the solution for the parameters is cumbersome, and for
the present purposes we approximate (zla) by a parabolic
function

With (l0a),

,: +*(+- #l (23b)

<Ð: i,+ *t a)

t¡* : -------t--- I + (þ/ùl$)
(re)

In the upper parts of the crust the response will be domi¡ated
by the elastic term of (l 8ø), and ¡r* can be expected to i¡crease
with depth owing to the efects of (1) an increasing confi-ning
pressure, (2) possibly a decrease in porosity and pore water,
and (3) compositional changes, particularly in the passage
from the ocean crustal layer 2 to layer 3. At some depth, ow-
ing to increasing temperature the flow term will become domi-
nant, and

p-* : n/f (t)

The viscosity 4 will be temperature (Ð and pressure (P) de-
pendent through the general creep law

è: Ad exp [-(ã* + PV*)/RTI: o/n (20)

where E* is the activation energy, /* is the activation volume,
and I and n are constants. Thus the apparent rigidity ¡r* will
be depth dependent. A schematic variation of ¡^r* with depth is
illustrated in Figure 7, where an ad hoc transition from elastic
to plastic flow has been introduced. Laboratory experiments
suggest that flow will be the dominant deformation mecha-
nism at temperatures exceeding about one-half the melting
point temperature, but in geological situations, flow is likely to
occur at much lower temperatures le.g., Carter, 1976]. Also
many of the experimental results are based on geological ma-
terials not appropriate for the oceanic crust and perhaps not
even for the upper mantle. The most signifrcant exgerimental
results are based on olivine single crystals or on dunite aggre-
gates, but while Othello would like the earth to consist of a
single perfect crystal, the actual earth is undoubtedly more
complex. Recent results on Websterite indicate that at rela-
tively shallow depths (<60 km) the equivalent viscosities are
considerably less than those of dry dunite lAvé Lallemant,
19771. The problems of scaling from the laboratory measure-
ments to the geological problems are such that the experimen-
tal results can, for the present purposes, only be considered as
gross upper limits; but while the scale of ¡r* cannot be estab-

Figure 8 illustrates a nominal example in which E:0.758o at
the surface z: -H/2 and E: Esat z: -H/4.The constants
ate

2 3 e 1A :  u  B : - n  C : - 1

and

D: 0.61 ,=rrEo , .  IprzlL - vo')

r: r"le . '(h)- . (äl e3a)



I 65-2.75 g cm-3, but the i¡ situ densities will be less than this'

i)- ,n" rung" 2.3-2.5 g cm-3. Ocean layer 3 is believed to be
-mainly 

of a mafic composition of metagabbro and gabbro

*hose seismic velocities range from about 6.5 to 7.2 km s-t

and whose densities range from about 2.8 to 3.0 [e.g., Christen-

sen, 19781. The mantle velocities correspond approximately to

the velocity of peridotites with densities in the range 3.25-3.40

g cm-r. To simplify the gravity calculations, layers I and 2

ñave been combi¡ed into an equivalent layer of the same

rhickness but with a depth-weighted density. Likewise, the

two layers making up layer 3 in models 4 and 5 have been

combi¡ed. Figure 9å illustrates the adopted density models.

Density model I corresponds to the averagç model of Raitt

[1963] and is similar to that deduced from the other averaged

models. Model 2 corresponds to one of the regional models of

Christensen and Salisbury [1975] (model 5 of Figure 9a). When

averaged in the above mentioned manner, this model does not

differ greatly from density model l. Added to this is model 3,

tleduced from figures given by Watts and Cochran [1974] and

used by them i¡ their analyses of the Hawaiian-Emperor

seamounts, and model 4, used by Watts [1978] in a more te-
cent study of these seamounts. These models differ from the
others in that layer 2 has been given a higher density than
would be expected from the seismic evidence and the total

thickness of the crust is less. Watts' model also uses a some-
what higher mantle density than the other models.

Finally, an estimate of the density of the load is required.
An appropriate choice seems to be in the range 2.60-2.75 tn
that the volcano is presumably similar i-n composition to the
basaltic layer 2 but freer from the various factors that appear
to decrease the density of the in situ layer 2 materials. A num-
ber of gravity studies, however, have i¡dicated lower densities,
about 2.5 g cm-3 [Woollard, 1954] and 2.3 g cm-3 lMalahof
and Woollard, l97ll (see also Strange et al. 11965l). Possibly,
the central region of the volcanic load is of higher density
than the remainder of the load, and clearly, the average den-
sity may exceed that of the crust upon which it immediately
rests. Thus the common assumption that the density of the
fill-in equals the density of the load may not be valid, and it
would lead to an overestimation of deformation and stress.

DIScUSSIoN

Figure l0 illustrates the deflections, stress o,., Bouguer grav-

ity perturbation, and total geoid anomaly for the constant ge-

ometry (A : 60 km, h :4 km) disc loads with density p equal
to that oflayer 2. The adopted flexu¡al rigidity is 5 x l02s dyn
cm, and the li¡ear theory has been used. The maximum de-
flection for these models is determi-ned by p^ - p, and the two
illustrated examples are for density models I and 3, with
model I resulting i¡ deflections that are about 50Vo of those of
model 3, which was used by lYatts and Cochran [974] in their
study of the Hawaiian seamounts. Density models I ard 2
give very similar results, while model 4, used by lVatts ll978l
in a study of the same seamouûts, gives deflections that are
about 807o of those of model 3. If in model I the mantle den-
sity is i-ncreased to 3.4 g cm-3, deflections will be decreased by
about 107o. If the volcanic load, includi-og the part below the
surface z : 0, is of higher density than the fill-in, the deflec-
tions will lie between those correspohding to models I and 3.
Similar results for the deflections and stress component o,, are
illustrated for the equivalent paraboìic load.

As expected from the earlier results, the stresses in the plate
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are quite different from density model I than for model 3,
o,.,-o* ranging from nearly 8 kbar for the former to about 12
kbar for the latter, for both the disc and parabolic loads. With
density model 4, o,,t-", is even higher. For a load of density
2.8 g cm-3 and fill-in density of 2.4 cm-3, the maximum stress
is of the order of l0 kbar for these particular load geometries.

The lower part of Figure l0 illustrates the gravity anomalies
and geoid heights for the two density models. The Bouguer
anomalies for all four density models considered here are al-
most indistinguishable from each other i¡ the spatial domai¡,
and their spectra also di-ffer only margiaally (see also Figures
3 and 6): any di-fferences would probably be very mi¡or in real
situations of noisy data, irregular geometries, variations i¡
density within the load, and the presence of long-wavelength
anomalies of other than seamount origia. These results in-
dicate once again that the gravity anomalies are not very sen-
sitive to the crustal densities but that the stresses are and that
a significant stress reduction can be obtained ifthe density of
filt-in is taken to be of the order 2.3-2.4 g cm-3 i¡stead of the
usual but improbable 2.8 g cm-3. The introduction of an i¡-
elastic response for the lower part of the layer reduces the
stresses near the lower surface ofthe plate, and a very signiû-
cant reduction can be achieved where it is most necessary to
do so. As this also introduces a stress, temperature, and dura-
tion of loading dependence of the response, there is some
hope that careful studies of isostasy of seamounts may lead to
a better understanding of the inelastic response of the litho-

sphere on the geophysical time scale. This needs closer inves-

tigation.
In order to quantify some of the above results and observa-

tions we will consider the Hawaiian seamounts whose isostatic
state has been much studied si¡ce the work of Vening Meinesz

I l94l] and Gunn ll943l. Most recently , IV'atts [1978] computed
the deflections for these seamounts along a number of profiles

for which both gravity and bathymetry have been observed.
The largest topographic load analysed, Oahu, can be approxi-
mated by an equivalent disc load similar to that used i¡ the
above calculations, namely, of radius 60 km at its base and of
height about 4 km above the average seafloor. With the den-
sity model 4 of Figure 9, Watts obtained, from two proûles, Ð
- 2.66 x l03o dyn cm, and this is larger than the nominal
value used in the above calculations by a factor of 5. The cor-
respondi-ng maximum deflection for Watts' estimate of D and
his density model will be about 2.2km (see Figure 3). If the
fill-i¡ is of a density of about 2.3 rather than 2.8, the deflec-
tion will be reduced to about 70Vo of this value, or less if the
fill-in is not complete, as appears to be the case for the Hawai-
ian chai¡. The evidence for this is the outer arch, which rises

some 500 m above the mean seafloor, and this cannot be at-
tributed to the load-associated elastic uplift alone, since all
models i¡dicate values signiûcantly less than 100 m. The in-

terpretation of the bathymetry is further complicated by the

broad regional swell characteristic of this part of the Pacific,

and if this surface is taken as the reference surface, then there

is almost no need for any fill-in at all, and the results on the
right-hand side of Figure I would be a more appropriate de-

scription. As much as I km of unfllled moat would remain,
and the total deflection need not exceed about 1.5 km below
Oahu.

Seismic refraction observations for a thickening of layer 2

about the Hawaiian seamounts remains inconclusive. Models
for the crust below Oahu i¡dicate a rapid i¡crease of crustal
thickness [Malahoff and l(oollard, l97ll, but the seismic
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Fig. 10. (Lêft) Deflections, stress o,. Bouguer gravity per-
turbation, and geoid height for crustal density models I and 3 sub-
jected to a disc load and fill-in of density equal to load density.
(Right) Deflections and stress o¡¡ for the parabolic load. (Lower right)
Power spectra ofthe Bouguer gravity anomalies for the disc load.

model of Furumoto et al. 11968l is more indicative of local
compensation than of regional compensation. A signi-ûcant
thickening of the crust, up to l0 km, is generally noted below
the major islands lFurumoto et al., l97ll, but the results do not
appear to be very consistent from one ref¡action profile to the
.next. The thickening of the ocean layer 2 is generally much
less than this, only about 2-3 km below Oahu, and Woollørd
[1970] has suggested that this is a more appropriate indicator
of the amount of flexure that has occurred. Furumoto et al.
[971] and, more recently, Suyenaga [1979] have attempted to
reconcile these two di-fferent seismic results by a model con-
taining elements of both local and regional compensation.

Using Watts' parameters, the i¡ferred maximum stress be-
low the center of the load is of the order 5 kbar (equation
(12')), but if density model I is adopred, implying that the
gravity data are insensitive to the crustal model (see Figure 6),
this stress is reduced to about 3.5 kbar. Use of the small-de- '

flection theory results in a further overestimation of the
stresses by about 20Vo (see Figure 5). A further reduction to
about 2-2.5 kbar results if the sediment fill-in is incomplete.
Finally, if the apparent shear modulus is depth dêþendent ac-
cording to (23), the maximum stresses o,6 o66 etthe upper sur-
face are further reduced to less than 2 kbar (Figure 8). The
vertical stress o,, (equation (l ld)) is of the order of about I
kbar at this surface, and all stresses are compressive. Hence
the maximum stress difference on the upper surface beneath
the load need only be of the order of I kbar. The maximum
stress diflerences Dear the base of the plate can be reduced
much more and need not exceed a few hundred bars or even
less, in keeping with basal shear stresses of the order of 100
bars that have been suggested for driving plate tectonics and

with estimates by Crittenden }9671from the Bonneville uplift
that stress di-fferences below the conti¡ental crust do not ex_
ceed a few tens ofbars.

In summary, rules such as (13) may grossly overestimate the
maximum stress differences that occur i¡ the plate below the
seamounts, and actual values need not exceed I or 2 kbar. If
compensation is partly local, as suggested by Furumoto et al.
[971] and Suyenaga [979], ther rhe stress differences will not
differ much from the simple pgå formula for local isostatic
compensation. These stresses are valid for loads that have per-
sisted for up to 108 years, and they are not inconsistent with
I-ambeck\ [980á] value of about 500 bars fs¡ ¿ minimrrm ss¡-
mate of the strength of the crust based on the analysis of
global isostasy, ia which loading times may be much longer.

APPENDIX

The Poisson-Kirchoff, or small-deflection, theory is ade-
quate for problems where (l) the deflections and the slopes of
the deflected surfaces are small, (2) the middle plane does not
stretch by significant amounts while the plate is deforming, so
that the plate deforms into a developable surface, and (3) the
in-plane forces acting on the middle plane are negligible.

Von Karman's formulation (equations (l4a) and (14ó)) al-
lows these conditions to be relaxed, although the solutions for
simple loads do not lend themselves to the analytic and closed
forms. We have used two di-fferent apprbaches to solving these
equations. In the first approach the eight initial conditions at
x : 0 are specifred in terms of four eigenvalues obtai¡ed from
the power series expansion of the solutions about the origin.
The boundary conditions at infinity are similarþ expressed in
terms of parameters derived from the asymptotic expansions
of the dimensionless deflection K: w/ Ð and of its derivatives.
These di-fferential equations are integrated from both ends us-
ing Merson's method, and the two solutions, corresponding to
the i¡terior (tF x/I) < ø) and exterior (€ > ¿) regions, are
compared at the edge of the load Ë : a. Using Newton's
shooting method, an improved set of parameters is esti-
mated. It is found, however, that the resulting solutions are
very much dependent on where we take the edge of the plate
to be, and this is perhaps best explained by noting that if we
cut the plate at Ë: na, where n - 5-7, then we are practically
treating a free-edged finite plate which deforms i¡to a devel-
opable surface under the usual loading conditions. The com-
parison of such solutions with the Poisson-Ki¡chof theory for
an infinite plate would therefore be misleading. On the other
hand, by increasing the value of n the accumulation of errors
in the numerical integrations can become severe; and for this
reason and since a large number of models were treated, we
have opted for the following perturbation scheme.

When 41= þ/D):0, (l5a) and (15å) reduce to the small-
deflection case with known analytical solutions for certain
symmetrical loading and boundary conditions. Vy'e will con-
sider here only the case of a disc load. The dimensionless de-
flection fo obtained usiag the linear theory is given by (3), or

fo:  a( l  *  C,  Ber  {  + C,  Bei  $ Ê= a (Al )

fo: a(G Ker { + C¿ Kei 6) {> a (42)

For small values of { u/e can write these expressions in a series
form:

fo :ao  +  a r {2  +  ao t  *  . . .  0<  g<  a  (A3 )

fo : åo + bzËz + å, ln{ + åo{, Ia{ + ... a< { - I (A4)

300 æ0 100
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with

4o:  d ( l  +  Cr )

az: qcz/4

a¿: -aCt/64

(45)

.  t z r  C .  I
b , :  a l  i . C , +  # ( t  *  l n 2  -  y )  I

L r o  +  J

and Euler's constant y equal to 0.5772 "' . Substituting (43)

into (15å) and integrating Yield

\ :  do *  dz *  +  d4 {  +  " ' +  A lnx  *  Bx2  l n ' x  (46 )

Since the stress resultants ìf,, Nu should be fi-nite everywhere,
inc luding at { :  g ,  A:  B:0 for{< ø.  Hence d¡anddrarc
the unknown coefficients to be determined from the continu-
ity condition at Ë: a. The coefficient do is

' d4: C22a2P/256

The solution outside the load but around the edge É = a is ob=
tained by substituti-ng (44) into (15å), and since only the û¡st
and second derivatives of4 are required at x: a, it will suf-
frce to integrate up to 4'. That is,
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ko: ao * 2ac2d,

k z :  a z *  a ( \ c r d a -  * c d r )
(A8)

Hence corrections to the corresponding coefficients of fo given

by the lilear theory will be

6ao: 2orrO,

6a,:otd#-+l
I  - -  -  t

At the origin the deflection is

w l , -s :  ks l

The stresses o,n o66 ãtx : 0 follow from (lla) and (llå), or

l 1 \ 2
a,,t,-u: ooet,-o: l2(l + v)pgl;l lk,

t " ,
and the correspondi-og error in the stresses computed with the
Poison-Kirchoff theory is

ôol,-o: (o-- o,Ð1.-o: 12(r - O*(*)'^(# +l
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Bo: B(2b2 + b4)(Zbz + 3b4)

B , : 8 B b o ( b r + b a )
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B,:  -8b,2

Bo: 4ßboz

the å, being the coefficients defined by (45) and d, being the
thi¡d unknown coefficient to be determined together with d6
and d from the continuity conditions at Ë: a.

In most seamount loadiag problems, a = l, but if we want
to treat situations where ¿ > l, the same procedure as outlined
above can be followed provided that additional terms are in-
cluded in the expansions (A3) and (44). That this can be done
is obvious from the convergerce of the Kelvin functions in the
domain with which we are coûcertred here.

^t Ë: a, N, and ìf, are continuous, and this gives two alge-
braic.equations in d, ard dr. Once d, is determined, (46) and
(43) are substituted into (l5a), and the result is integrated to
give

f : k o + k ' { + " '
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